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A complete font bureau on your desktop
Inputs and outputs to any
bitmap printer format.
Converts TrueType and
PostScript fonts to bitmap
format.
Creates special font
effects, accented
characters, etc. Double
byte font management
option.
PCL Intellifont to Xerox
MRP conversion.

RedTitan Font Kit gives you a bitmap
font bureau on the desktop PC.

The RedTitan
Advantage...

A complete set of professional tools for
importing scan images, editing fonts
and images, converting between
formats and file utilities.
All bitmap printer formats are handled.

Scan it, convert it, edit it, move it.
We mak
e it easy
make
easy..

RedTitan's printer
independent philosophy
RedTitan has never been tied to
particular printer manufacturers. Our
software stores all the information
about resources in a machineindependent format. So all modules in
the Font Kit create output in any
industry standard printer format: for
example HPP for printing to HPLaserJet compatibles, FNT for Xerox
LPS, SF for IBM-AFP, PS for PostScript
printers and so on. This is why
RedTitan are experts in legacy
migration. Using the Font/Image
Converter fonts, logos and images can
be copied from one printer (e.g. Xerox
line printer) and reused on new types
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of printer (e.g. PCL, PostScript). You can
also change the orientation and other
features of font and images or convert
Xerox logos to and from images.

Complete flexibility in font
sourcing
Many production laser printers only
accept bitmap fonts in fixed sizes. But
RedTitan gives you the freedom that
users of outline scalable fonts have
always enjoyed. You can use RedTitan’s
Font Rasteriser to convert a TrueType
font or barcode into a bitmap font, in
any size or style, for any industry
standard format, and if you run Adobe
Type Manager you can also convert
PostScript fonts. When making the
conversion, users of non-Windows or
non-English language character sets
can map the font to a different standard
symbol set or ‘drag-and-drop’
characters to create a customised code
table.
So next time the marketing department
designs the new house style using
TrueType or Adobe fonts, why not save
yourself time and money sourcing the
bitmap equivalents for the Xerox CEP!

www.redtitan.com

Users who want it all done for them
or who need to purchase font licences
can contact the RedTitan Font Bureau
service.

RedTitan are font
technology experts...
Use the RedTitan bitmap Font &
Image converter to import fonts and
convert to any format. The RedTitan
bitmap Font Editor provides a
comprehensive font editing toolbox,
allows editing of individual
characters or the whole font. Simple
changes — for example, bolden,
lighten, italicize, outline can be made
in one step, or combinations of
functions can create almost any effect
desired. New characters, e.g. accented
characters, can be created and whole
character sets can even be scanned in
from artwork. Now you have a font
bureau on your desktop!

...in any language
Languages such as Chinese, Japanese
and Korean are a challenge for laser
printer users owing to the very large
character sets requiring two bytes to
specify each character instead of the
usual one byte. New words, such as a
new customer’s name, require a new
graphic character to be created and
added to the font. RedTitan has
created a system for managing
double-byte character set fonts for
printing to both IBM AFP and Xerox
CEP machines. A special version of
the RedTitan Font Editor reads in the
font and then allows it to be edited or
new characters added. The font is
then output to either a 240dpi AFP
printer or a 300dpi CEP.

Turn
scalable fonts
into bitmaps

Create your own graphics
Digitise your own artwork using your
favourite package and then import
the results. The Font & Image
converter can convert almost any
scanner format file into any printer
format output files as images or logos,
for example BMP, TIFF, PS, GIF, XIMG,
HIMG, or incorporate into page
designs. Use the handy Clip
Converter to copy bitmap images
straight from other Windows
programs and edit them for colour,
definition, etc. Then export them to
use in the RedTitan Document
Design System.
System requirements
Minimum:

All modules
Any hardware capable of running the
operating system without problems (except
run-time systems).
Microsoft Windows 98, NT, 2000, 2003, XP.
Recommended:

Document Design System, F
ont Kit,
Font
EscapeE, Legacy Migration T
oolkit
Toolkit
Any hardware capable of running the
operating system and a minimum of
512MB of memory, 17" SVGA screen.
Legacy Migration R
untime, Dynamic
Runtime,
Document F
or
matter
For
ormatter
matter,, Enterprise Data
Processor
Any hardware capable of running the
operating system and a minimum of
1024MB of memory, 14" VGA screen
(optional).
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RedTitan Ltd, 5 Regius Court, Penn,
High Wycombe, HP10 8RL, England.
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